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ABSTRACT

Context. The thermodynamical evolution of gas during the collapse of the primordial star-forming cloud depends significantly on the
initial degree of rotation.
Aims. However, there is no clear understanding of how the initial rotation can affect the heating and cooling process and hence the
temperature that leads to the fragmentation of the gas during the population III star formation.
Methods. We report the results from three-dimensional Smoothed-particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations of a rotating self-
gravitating primordial gas cloud with a modified version of the Gadget-2 code, in which the initial ratio of the rotational to the
gravitational energy (β0) is varied over two orders of magnitude.
Results. We find that, despite the lack of any initial turbulence and magnetic fields in the clouds, the angular momentum distribution
leads to the formation and build-up of a disk that fragments into several clumps. We further examine the behavior of the protostars that
form in both idealized as well as more realistic minihalosfrom the cosmological simulations. We note that the thermodynamical
evolution and the fragmentation behavior of the cosmological minihalos are similar to that of the artificial cases, in especially
with the similar β0-parameter. Protostars with a higher rotation support exhibit spiral-arm-like structures on several scales, and
have lower accretion rates. These type of clouds tend to fragment more, while some of the protostars escape from the cluster with the
possibility to survive till present day.They also take much longer to form compared to their slowly-rotating counterparts.
Conclusions. We conclude that the use of appropriate initial conditions of the gas in the minihalos is a pivotal and decisive quantity
to study the evolution and the final fate of the primordial stars.
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1. Introduction

Since the late 1960s, the theoretical study of the Universe at high
redshift has persuaded a number of groups to work persistently
on the dynamics of the collapsing gas clouds (Saslaw & Zipoy,
1967; Peebles & Dicke, 1968; Silk, 1977; Couchman & Rees,
1986; Haiman et al., 1996; Tegmark et al., 1997) leading to the
formation of the very first stars in the Universe, the so-called
Population III (or Pop III) stars. Based on these leading–edge
studies, the first sources of light are believed to have formed
only a few hundred million years after the Big Bang (Barkana &
Loeb, 2001; Bromm & Larson, 2004; Ciardi & Ferrara, 2005).
This era marks a crucial transition from the simple to the com-
plex Universe (Loeb, 2010; Bromm & Yoshida, 2011; Glover,
2013). Subsequent pioneering three-dimensional numerical sim-
ulations using adaptive mesh refinement (Abel et al., 2000;
O’Shea & Norman, 2006) or Smoothed-particle hydrodynamics
(Yoshida et al., 2008) or more recently using the hydrodynamic
moving mesh codeArepo (Greif et al., 2011, 2012) have led to
the development of a widely accepted standard model of primor-
dial star formation, in which the first protostars form within dark
matter (DM) halos with a virial temperature of∼ 1000 K and
masses of∼ 105–106 M⊙ that had collapsed at redshiftz ≥ 20.
However, other simulations show that Pop III stars may still
form well beyond this, in waves that delay their formation
(e.g., Scannapieco, Schneider & Ferrara, 2003; Tornatore
et al., 2007; Ritter et al., 2012). These studies suggest that
Pop III star can continue to form down to the redshift z = 2.5
with a low peak rate of 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3 that occurred

at z = 6. Observational evidence of Pop III stars and the
possibility of Pop III waves reaching to lower redshifts has
received a significant boost with the discovery of a luminous
Lyman-α (Lyα) emitter with high EW He  and Lyα emission
and no metal lines (Sobral et al., 2015).

The hydrogen atoms combine with the free electron (present
from the epoch of recombination atz ∼ 1100) to produce small
fractional abundances of H2, xH2 ∼ 10−3 (Susa et al., 1998;
Yoshida et al., 2003). As the collapse proceeds, the gas is cooled
via H2 rotational and vibrational line emission (also termed as
gas-phase reaction), with H− ion as an intermediate state (first
discussed in the context of the local ISM by McDowell 1961)

H + e− → H− + γ, (1)

H− + H→ H2 + e−, (2)

where the free electrons act as catalysts (Omukai & Nishi,
1998). At this point gas attains a temperature∼ 200 K, and is in
local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) with the kinetic tem-
perature of the gas. However, the limited H2 abundance is not
sufficient to cool the gas further, and the gas begins to heat up
with increasing density. This resultsin the free-fall time being
shorter than the cooling time. The transition from the cooling
(low density) to heating (high density) with increasing density
occurs near a critical densityncr ≈ 104 cm−3, and sets a charac-
teristic Jeans length, allowing the gas to fragment with theJeans
mass ofMJ (200 K, 104 cm−3) ∼ 1000M⊙ (Abel et al., 2002). At



higher density (∼ 108 cm−3) hydrogen molecules are formed by
the three-body reactions (Palla et al., 1983):

H + H + H→ H2 + H (3)

H + H + H2→ H2 + H2. (4)

There is however a significantuncertainty in the rate coeffi-
cients (Glover & Savin, 2009) for the above set of reactions that
can cool the gas rapidly by converting almost all the atomic hy-
drogen into molecules,making the gas chemo-thermallyun-
stable (Turk et al., 2009; Dutta, 2015a).

However, the amount of hydrogen molecules produced is
a strong function of temperature. At high temperature, H2
molecules are destroyed by collisions with atomic H and H2
molecules (Yoshida et al., 2006),

H2 + H→ H + H + H (5)

H2 + H2→ H + H + H2. (6)

The collision dissociation of H2 prevents the fractional abun-
dance (xH2) from becoming large. The study by Turk et al. (2011)
has discussed the equilibrium condition between the abundances
of atomic and molecular hydrogen, known as the principle of
microscopic reversibility. Therefore the rate at which H2 is pro-
duced via the three-body reaction must becompensated by the
destruction rate to bring the systemto a chemical and ther-
mal equilibrium, the abundances of which are related through
the well-known Saha equation:
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)

, (7)

wherenH2 and nH are the number densities of molecular and
atomic hydrogen, respectively,zH2 andzH are the partition func-
tions of molecular and atomic hydrogen,Ediss is the dissociation
energy of the hydrogen molecule,k is the Boltzmann constant,
h is Planck’s constant andT is the temperature. In local thermo-
dynamical equilibrium, the adopted values of the rate coefficient
for the H2 collisional dissociation (kdiss) must be consistent with
the three-body formation rate coefficient (kform), in the sense that
each pair of rate coefficients satisfies the chemical equilibrium
conditionkform/kdiss= K, whereK is the equilibrium constant.

Once the gas densityreaches adensity∼ 1010 cm−3, the
cloud becomesoptically thick to the strongest of H2 lines.
Using the Sobolev approximation (as described in Yoshida etal.
2006), the H2 cooling rate in this regime can be expressed as

ΛH2,thick =

∑

u,l

hνulβesc,ulAulnu , (8)

wherenu is the number density of the hydrogen molecules in
upper energy levelu, Aul is the spontaneous radiative transition
rate, also known as Einstein coefficient, fora transition between
u andl, hνul is the energy difference betweenu andl, andβesc,ul
is the escape probability associated with this transition,i.e., the
probability that the emitted photon can escape from the region of
interest. In the high-density regime (∼ 1014 cm−3), the gas goes
through a phase of cooling instability due to strong increase in
the cooling rate by H2 collisional induced emission (CIE) (see
e.g., Ripamonti & Abel (2004) for detailed discussion). Above
the central density∼ 1016 cm−3, the gas becomes completely op-
tically thick to the continuum radiation (Yoshida et al., 2008). At
this point the remaining H2 dissociates via reactions (5,6), and

hence cools the gas to collapse further. Once all the H2 dissoci-
ates, the gas becomes fully adiabatic with core mass∼ 0.01M⊙
surrounded bya massive, dense envelop thataccretesmatter
rapidly (Clark et al., 2011a).

The vanguard numerical simulations (e.g., Abel et al., 2002;
Yoshida et al., 2006; Bromm et al., 2009) propose the forma-
tion of massive (typically ∼ 20–50M⊙) primordial protostars.
This result of calculation, however, contrasts with the present
day star formation in which protostars with masses less than
1M⊙ are formed (Kroupa, 2002; Chabrier, 2003). The recent im-
proved and high resolution numerical simulations have inferred
that the disk around the primordial core is unstable and frag-
ments to form a small N-system with low mass stars, instead
of a single protostar (e.g., Stacy et al., 2010; Clark et al.,2011;
Hirano et al., 2014; Hartwig et al., 2015).

In the literature, there are appreciable indications that the
collapsing cloud out of which the protostar forms could have
strong rotational support (Larson, 1969, 1984). Cloud’s rota-
tion can affect the dynamical as well as the thermal evolution
of gas and hence determine the ensuing properties of the Pop III
stars (Bodenheimer, 1995; Matsumoto et al., 1997). The conse-
quences of the cloud’s rotation on the chemical signature ofthe
zero-metallicity primordial stars have been studied usingstel-
lar models(Meynet, 2009, and references therein). Using the
sink particle technique (discussed in§2) in the smoothed par-
ticle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations, Stacy et al. (2011)
have discussedthe rotation velocity of the first stars, angular
momentum tranfer and the internal structure of the new-born
protostars (see also Stacy et al., 2013, for theArepo simula-
tions). The central protostar rotates with a significant fraction
of the Keplerian velocity. There is however scatter in the ra-
dial velocity, temperature and accretion rate. In a recent study,
Hirano et al. (2014) have performed radiation hydrodynamical
simulations to follow the evolution of 100 primordial protostars.
Although their simulations were in 2D, they nicely compared
the angular momentum of the cloud with the Pop III accretion
rate. More recently, simulations and analytic models have shown
the formation of the massive primordial stars in rapidly rotating
disks in the presence of turbulence and UV backgrounds (Latif et
al., 2013, and references therein). However, the extent to which
the thermal and dynamical evolution of gas depends on the
initial degree of rotation of the cloud has never been system-
atically tested.In addition, there is so far no clear understanding
of how the cloud’s rotation can regulate the concurrent heating
and cooling processduring the collapse.

However, the dependence of the resultant fragmentation
on the cloud’s initial rotation has been shown in detail in pre-
vious studies (e.g., Machida et al., 2008; Saigo et al., 2008).
After performing a number of idealized numerical experi-
ments, these parameterized studies have concluded that the
formation of either binary or multiple systems depend highly
on the initial rotation of the cloud. Nevertheless, these stud-
ies could not point out the influence on the thermal evolution
of the primordial gas during collapse, because their calcu-
lations adopted the model of equation of state (EOSs). In
this work we scrutinize candidly the role of initial rotatio n
of the collapsing gas on the heating and cooling process that
controls the chemo-thermal evolution of gas inside miniha-
los. In addition, we perform rigorous calculations in both
the idealized as well as more realistic cosmological miniha-
los to thoroughly analyse the evolution of gas particles and
their physical properties. This unique approach thus enable
us to investigate in detail the thermal, chemical and dynam-
ical evolution of the baryonic matter in a full 3D simulation



of Pop III collapse to understand better the physical process
and the resulting fragmentation behavior that occurs once
the first object is formed. Finally, we address important is-
sues like the relation of the physical property and accretion
phenomenon of the protostars on the initial rotation of the
collapsing core. We also discuss the possibility of survival of
Pop III stars till today.

The paper is organised in the following manner. In§2 we de-
scribe the numerical setup of the simulations and the initial con-
ditions. In§3 we briefly discuss the relevant physical concepts
of the problem with an emphasis on the heating and cooling pro-
cess that determines the temperature evolution. The details of
the velocity structure are outlined in§4. We discuss the accre-
tion phenomenon comprehensively, followed by the implication
of this study for the fragmentation of primordial gas in§5. The
long-term evolution of proto-stars are contoured in§6. We sum-
marise the main points and draw our conclusions in§7.

2. Simulations

In order to follow the gravitational collapse, one needs to en-
sure that the gas evolution in the simulations should not de-
pend on the choice of minihalos.We therefore use two com-
pletely different numerical setups: minihalos from the cosmo-
logical simulations of Greif et al. (2011) obtained from thehy-
drodynamic moving mesh codeArepo (Springel, 2010)and the
artificial minihalos with an initially uniform density distribution
of gas particles. In the following, we describe the initial condi-
tion and the setup of the simulations.

To investigate the cosmological minihalos, we use snapshots
at the epoch when the central number density is just below 106

cm−3, the onset of the crucial three-body H2 formation reaction.
The mesh-generating points ofArepo can be interpreted as the
Lagrangian fluid particles, which is the basic characteristic of the
Gadget-2 SPH code (Springel, 2005).At this time, the mini-
halos contain masses of 1030M⊙ and 1093 M⊙ with maxi-
mum central temperature of 469 K and 436 K, respectively.
The complete physical nature of these minihalos (e.g., num-
ber density (n), initial rotation ( β0), maximum and minimum
temperature, etc) is summarized in Table 1. We use theArepo
output of these minihalos (MH-1 and MH-2 from Greif et al.,
2011) as the initial conditions for our Gadget-2 implementa-
tion. Because of the conversion from the moving mesh to the
SPH formalism (see, e.g., Smith et al., 2011; Dutta et al.,
2015), we denote the minihalos as ‘CH1’ and ‘CH2’ for the
Gadget-2 execution. The numerical resolution for CH1 and
CH2 in SPH Gadget-2 simulations (for 100 SPH particles) is
∼ 10−2 M⊙.

For the artificial setup, we use the initial conditionsthat per-
mit us to carry out a set of methodical numerical experi-
ments. The randomly distributed gas particles have been set-
tled using the periodic boundary conditions in a box. During
this initial phase, we keep the gas temperature fixed and do
not follow the primordial chemical network. Once the gas
particles are settled, we are in a position to perform the sim-
ulations for the collapse of gas due to self-gravity.

The gas particles are initially uniformly distributed in a
spherical cloud of sizeR0 ∼ 2.7 pc and a total mass ofM = 2982
M⊙. The number density isn = 103 cm−3 and the temperature
T = 200 K. These initial conditions are equivalent to the
primordial gas clumps that collapse (see, e.g., Abel et al.,
2002; Yoshida et al., 2006).All clouds are modeled with 5
million SPH particles, the mass of a single SPH particle be-
ing mSPH = 5.9 × 10−4 M⊙. Therefore the numerical resolution

Table 1. Physical properties of the cosmological minihalos are sum-
marised: n denotes the number density, T the temperature, n-SPH
the number of SPH particles andβ0 the rotation parameter respec-
tively. The numerical resolution is calculated for the 100 SPH par-
ticles.

Halo CH1 CH2
properties
n (cm−3) 106 (max) 71 (min) 106 (max) 85 (min)
T (K) 469 (max) 59 (min) 436 (max) 54 (min)
mass (M⊙) 1030 1093
n-SPH 690855 628773
resolution (M⊙) 1.3×10−2 1.4×10−2

β0 0.035 (max) 0.025 (min) 0.042 (max) 0.03 (min)

(roughly 100 SPH particles) is 0.06 M⊙. The free-fall timefor
the uniform density distribution is tff =

√

3/32πGρ = 1.37
Myr and the sound crossing time istsc ≈ 5 Myr. As the free-
fall time scale is shorter than the sound-crossing timescale,
the clouds immediately start to collapse under their self-
gravity. The clouds are then given different degrees of solid
body rotation and are not subject to the internal turbulent mo-
tions. The strength of rotational support can be described by the
β0-parameter (Sterzik et al., 2003),

β0 =
Erot

Egrav
=

R3
0Ω

2

3GM
, (9)

whereΩ is the angular velocity, andErot andEgrav are the mag-
nitudes of the rotational and the gravitational energies, respec-
tively. We perform ten different numerical experiments withβ0
= 0.0, 0.005, 0.007, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.2.

As the collapse progresses in the central region of the cloud,
it is extremely difficult to simulate the higher density regime
because of shorter time scale. To overcome this problem, we
use the sink particle technique in which the high-density re-
gion is replaced by a single sink particle with appropriate
boundary conditions (see, e.g., Bate et al., 1995; Krumholz
et al., 2004; Jappsen et al., 2005). The sink particle can then
be assumed to be (or at least approximated by) a growing
protostar. The density threshold for the sink particles to form is
set as the number density of 5×1013 cm−3, at which point the
gas has a temperature of∼ 1000 K. The sink particle can accrete
gas particles within its accretion radiusracc that we fix at 6 AU,
which is the Jeans radius at the density threshold for sink cre-
ation. The corresponding Jeans mass for both the cosmological
as well as the artificial clumps is 0.06M⊙, so we can resolve both
the cosmological and artificial minihalos. The softening parame-
ter of the sinks is 1.2 AU. In order to avoid spurious formation of
new sink particles out of the gas, the sink particles is prevented
further from forming within 2racc of one another.

We follow Clark et al. (2011a) for the implementation of the
external pressure term and a time-dependent primordial chem-
ical network. To model a constant pressure boundary, we have
used a modified version of the Gadget 2 momentum equation,

dvi
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= −
∑
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m j
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ρ2
j
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, (10)

where the contribution from the external pressure (Pext) is sub-
tracted from bothPi and P j (i.e., Pi and P j are replaced by
Pi − Pext and P j − Pext, respectively). All quantities have their



usual meaning.The chemical network includes primordial
hydrogen, helium and deuterium to model the chemical and
thermal evolution of the metal-free gas inside minihalos. The
details of all the chemical reactions are given in Glover &
Abel (2008) and references therein. We adopt the intermedi-
ate three-bodyH2 rate coefficient 7.7 × 10−31T−0.464 cm6 s−1

proposed by Glover (2008).

3. Heating and cooling rate

In this section, we investigate the cooling and heating mecha-
nism associated with the emission, chemical reactions and gas
contraction during the collapse of the cloud under its own grav-
ity. The differences in the cooling and heating rates can force the
gas to choose different paths for its thermodynamic evolution.

If we assume that the gas density (ρ) evolves with the free-
fall time (tff) of the gas,i.e., dρ/dt = ρ/tff (see, e.g., Omukai,
2000; Glover & Savin, 2009), the thermal evolution can then be
followed by solving the energy equation

dǫ
dt
=

p
ρ

dρ
dt
− Λ + Γ, (11)

whereǫ is the energy per unit volume in the gas, andΛ andΓ
are the cooling and heating rates respectively in units of erg s−1

cm−3. Figure 1 shows the physical conditions in the gas once
the central region has collapsed to a density of∼ 5× 1013 cm−3,
i.e., just before the first sink formation. The panels show mass-
weighted averages of the properties of individual SPH particles
within the radial logarithmic bins.

The three-body H2 formation heating rate provides chemi-
cal heating associated with the release of 4.48 eV each time a
H2 molecule forms. Because the H2-fractions are almost similar
(Figure 1A), there is no consequential effect of the three-body H2
heating on the cloud’s initial rotation (Figure 1C). However, we
find that there are substantial temperature differences between
the clouds (Figure 1B). For example, the temperature of the
cloud withβ = 0.2 is almost 40-60% lower than the one withβ0 =

0.005.This is becausea higher degree of the rotational support
slows down the contraction and reduces the amount of compres-
sional heating (Figure 1D).Thus the cloud with β = 0.2 has a
temperature of roughly T ≤ 200 K due to the slower collapse
and hence less efficient compressional heating, whereas the
temperature is nearly 1100 K in case ofβ = 0.0 or β = 0.005.

The rapid conversion of atomic to molecular hydrogen
during the three-body reaction cools the gas less than the
free-fall time and hence causes chemothermal instability
(Dutta, 2015a).At high densities the heating rate is as high as
the line-cooling rate (Figure 1E), however, again with slight dif-
ferences over the range ofβ0 modeled. At equilibrium, the for-
mation rate is balanced by the dissociation, and hence the dis-
sociation cooling rate behaves in the same way with density as
the heating rate. The dissociation cooling rate varies between
clouds, with the one forβ0 = 0.005 being nearly 10 orders of
magnitude higher than forthe β0 = 0.2 model (Figure 1F), in
the density range where the three-body reaction dominates.We
therefore conclude that it is indeed the ‘compressional heating’
(pdV) that determines the thermal evolution of gas, which
strongly depends on the initial degree of rotation (β0).

At this point, it is worth pointing out that the tempera-
ture evolution of the cosmological minihalos are similar to
that of the idealized cases. As expected, both CH1 (withβ0 ≈
0.035) and CH2 (withβ0 ≈ 0.042) have the temperature vari-
ation that falls in-between the highest and lowestβ0 mod-
eled throughout the density space. This also confirms that

our varied parameter study with idealized clumps actually
represents the cosmological initial conditions of the miniha-
los.

4. Velocity Structure

In this section we study the dynamics of the gas particles, that
can arise due to the chemical and thermal evolution of the clouds.
We therefore take a closer look at the velocity of the gas as-
sociated with the cloud collapse. The radial profiles of the gas
show the mass-weighted averages within logarithmic bins, and
are taken just before the formation of the first sink.

We find that there are considerable differences in radial ve-
locities between the clouds (Figure 2A). The radial velocity of
the cloud withβ0 = 0.005 is almost 30-40% higher than the cloud
with β0 = 0.2. This is consistent with the fact that a lower rate of
compressional heating for the gas of the collapsing core implies
a lower radial velocity, which is nearly comparable to the sound
speed (Figure 2C).

In order to quantify the degree of rotational support, we plot
the rotational velocity (Figure 2B) and the ratio of the rota-
tional velocity (vrot) to the Keplerian velocity (vKep), defined as
vK =

√
GMenc(r)/r, whereMenc(r) is the mass enclosed within

the radiusr (Figure 2F).We find that the rotational speed for
all β0 modeled is well below that required for the rotational
support by a factor of 5 to 7. This is consistent with previ-
ous cosmological simulations (e.g., Yoshida et al., 2008; Turk
et al., 2009), which argued that the collapsing gas cloud has
the ratio vrot/vKep ∼ 0.5

We alsonote for the β0 = 0.2 case therotation speed varies
between 0.3 and 0.9 times the Keplerian velocity, indicating that
this cloud has gone through an efficient phase of angular mo-
mentum redistribution (Dutta, 2015b). However, forβ0 > 0.05
the collapsing cloud is almost completely rotationally supported
throughout, and the gas at higher densities is relatively cold. All
clouds are consequently sub-Keplerian, with the radial veloci-
ties for all clouds being comparable to the rotational velocities
within 100 AU (Figure 2E).From this discussion, we can infer
that the cloud with higher rotation transfers the angular mo-
mentum more efficiently and hence becomes Keplerian in the
outer regime of the collapsing core (for instance,vrot ∼ vKep

for r ≥ 104 AU for β0 = 0.2). Thus the outer regime, which
is likely to form a Keplerian disk due to rotation, becomes
unstable enough by accreting mass and hence has higher
chance to fragment (as we will see in the next section). We
conclude that the cloud’s initial rotation plays a pivotal role
in the dynamical evolution of the gas by affecting the amount
of rotational support even at later stages of the collapse.

5. Mass accretion and fragmentation

During collapse, the angular momentum is transported to smaller
scales, resulting in the formation of rotationally supported disk-
like structures (Stacy et al., 2011; Greif et al., 2012). However,
the rotation is not sufficient to hold the collapse of the disk,
which then fragments into multiple objects (Clark et al., 2011;
Dutta et al., 2015). We thus gauge the accretion and gas instabil-
ity carefully, as predicted by the properties of the gas, to check
whether there is any hint of fragmentation already present before
the formation of the first sink.

We follow Abel et al. (2002) to study the mass accretion
rate, estimated asṀ(r) = 4π r2 ρ(r) vrad(r), as a function of
radius for different degrees of initial rotation (Figure 3A).



Fig. 1. Radial logarithmic binned, mass-weighted averages of the H2 fraction (A), temperature (B) and various heating and cooling rates (C toF)
are plotted as a function of density for different degrees of initial rotationβ0, just before the formation of the first sink.

Fig. 2. Radial logarithmic binned, mass-weighted averages of the radial velocity(A), rotational velocity (B), radial velocity over sound speed (C),
rotational velocity over sound speed (D), rotational velocity over Keplerian speed (E) and radial velocity over rotational velocity are plotted as a
function of radius, just before the first protostar forms. The initial strength of rotation introduces a scatter in the velocity.

We also define the accretion time,tacc = Menc(r)/4π ρ vradr2.
We note thatṀ for all simulations has a maximum at∼ 20-
40 AU. Given that H2 line-cooling becomes optically thick at
the corresponding densities,Ṁ for all simulations converges in
this range, as the gas looses its ability to cool efficiently. We
would, however, like to point out that the scale, wheredM/dt
becomes maximum, may slightly change with the choice of
density threshold for the sink formation. For example, if we
choosen ∼ 1015 cm−3 for a sink particle to form, the collapse
of the inner structure proceeds and hence the mass accretion
rate reaches a maximum at∼ 15-30 AU depending on the ini-
tial degree of rotation. However, this is not a substantial is-
sue compared to the overall thermal nature of the collapsing
cloud. For slowly-rotating clouds, the accretion rate is substan-
tially higher (∼ 0.1 yr−1), and the accretion time is of the order
of free-fall time (Figure 3C).

Since the collapsing core becomes ‘Jeans unstable’ by ac-
creting more and more mass, we check the strength of the gravi-
tational instability by measuring the number of the Bonnor-Ebert
masses (MBE) contained in the central dense volume (Ebert,
1955; Bonnor, 1956). We compute the Bonnor-Ebert masses as
MBE = 1.18(c4

s/G
3/2)P−1/2

ext ≈ 20M⊙T 3/2n−1/2µ−2γ2 (Abel et al.,
2002), wherecs is the sound speed,Pext is the external pressure
that we assume to be equal to the local gas pressure,µ is the
mean mass per particle andγ = 5/3 is the adiabatic index, re-
spectively. Within the central 104 AU regime, the enclosed gas
mass for all values ofβ0 contains a roughly equal number of
Bonnor-Ebert masses, though with a factor of two between the
highest and lowest values ofβ0 (Figure 3B).However, in the
outer regime (i.e.,r ≥ 104 AU), the clouds with β0 = 0.1 and
β0 = 0.2 contain roughly 7 and 10 Bonnor-Ebert masses re-
spectively. This is because the higher rotating clouds become



Fig. 3. Radial logarithmic binned, mass-weighted averages of the mass
accretion rate (A), the number of Bonnor-Ebert masses (B), the accre-
tion time over free-fall time (C), the fragmentation time over free-fall
time (D) and the free-fall time over sound crossing time (E) are plotted
as a function of radius, just before the formation of the first sink.

close to Keplerian in the outer regime (as seen in the previous
section) and tend to form a disk-like structure. As the higher
rotation obstructs the infalling gas particles, the disk gradu-
ally accumulates enough Jeans masses by accretion and be-
comes gravitationally unstable to fragmentation.

Alongside the Bonnor-Ebert analysis, we alsocompare
all relevant timescales associated with the cloud collapse.
Figure 3C represents the accretion timescale (tacc) over free-
fall timescale (tff). For higher rotating cloud, the accretion
time is much longer than the free-fall time. This is consistent
with the above discussion and an alternate way to explain
the mass accretion features of clouds with different β0-model
shown in Figure 3A. In Figure 3D, we consider the frag-
mentation timescale, defined astfrag ≡ MBE/Ṁ (e.g., Dopcke
et al., 2013), and compare it with the free-fall timescale. We
know that fragmentation generally occurs when the dynam-
ical timescale of the central collapse becomes larger than the
collapse timescale of individual density fluctuations. Here the
free-fall timescale represents the dynamical timescale. In the
outer regime (r ≥ 2× 104 AU), which is likely to form a disk,
the fragmentation time becomes shorter than the free-fall
time, especially for higher rotating clouds. We conclude here
that the clouds with larger β0 collapse slowly due to high ro-
tation and tend to form a disk-like structure that becomes
Keplerian and gravitationally unstable by accreting mass,
heralding fragmentation.

6. Protostellar system

The study by Machida et al. (2008) have shown that any frag-
mentation takes place only after the disk formation, and that
clouds with higher β0 tend to fragment at lower densities. We
examine how the circumstellar accretion disk that formed in
the idealized, as well as more realistic cosmological miniha-

los, becomes locally unstable andevolves for different degrees
of initial rotation.

Figure 4 shows the column density and column-weighted
temperature distribution in the inner 2000 AU at the end of the
simulations. These images clearly reflect that all simulations
fragment to form a small N-body system, comprised of sec-
ondary protostars, within the time in which∼ 30 M⊙ of mate-
rial are accreted onto the sink particles. It is not surprising that
clouds with a higher level of rotational support exhibit thedisk-
like structure on several scales within the central region,whereas
slowly-rotating clouds are more likely to be centrally condensed.

The top left panel of Figure 5 shows the time evolution of
the total mass accreted onto all the sinks (ΣM∗) and the maxi-
mum sink mass (M∗max) in the period over which the sink for-
mation occurs. We find that the cloud with zero rotation attains
the 30M⊙ within a few hundred years after the formation of the
first sink particle,whereas rotationally supportedclouds take
∼ 100 – 1000 years depending on the initial strength of rotation.
Figure 5 also showsthe time evolution of the total mass accre-
tion rate (dM∗/dt) onto all the sinks (same as Figure 3A) for dif-
ferent values ofβ0. As expected, the mass accretion rate is larger
for the slowly-rotating clouds. In each case,dM∗/dt decreases
with time until further sink particles form, and then the total ac-
cretion rate increases again, however, now with large temporal
variations.We note that the mass accretion rate for the ideal-
ized cloud withβ0 = 0.04 is similar to that of the cosmological
minihalo CH2 that has a rotation parameter ∼ β0 = 0.042.
This again confirms that our idealized clumps with varying
β0 can actually be the representative of cosmological initial
conditions to investigate the thermodynamical evolution of
gas and the resulting fragmentation behavior of the sinks.

Figure 6A shows the number of sinks for different values
of β0, with rotationally supported clouds fragmenting the most.
This is consistent with the recent study by Becerra et al. (2015)
who have usedArepo simulations to investigate the dependence
of the high accretion rate and efficient cooling of the gas on
the fragmentation of the disk. However, Figure 6A displays
some scatter in the numbers, indicating the presence of statis-
tical fluctuations that can be removed by pursuing more realiza-
tions to achieve a desired degree of accuracy. Figure 6B shows
the time taken for all the clouds to accumulate∼ 30 M⊙. As ex-
pected, higher rotating clouds take longer time compared to
their slowly-rotating counterparts. Figure 6C shows the dis-
tance at which the primordial protostars form from the center
of the cloud. The red line represents the mean distances of all
protostars (Rdist) that follows a power-law relationship with the
cloud’s initial rotation,Rdist ∝ β3/4

0 . The protostars of the slowly-
rotating clouds form near the center (≤ 300 AU), while the others
spread over larger distances of 5000 AU, as the conservationof
angular momentum acts to move protostars to larger radii.

Another trend we find in our simulations is that a number
of protostars are ejected from the central gas cloud, as seenin
cosmological simulations (Greif et al., 2011). Although the res-
olution used in those studies was higher than our resolution, we
still find the ejection from the cluster. Figure 7 shows the radial
velocity and the ratio of the radial velocity to the escape veloc-
ity for all protostars. The position of the sinks is measuredfrom
the center of mass of all sinks. The escape velocity of sinks is
defined asvesc=

√
2GMenc(r)/r, whereMenc(r) is the total mass

(gas+ sinks) that are enclosed within the radiusr. The radial
velocities of the sinks formed with lowerβ0 are below that re-
quired to be kicked out of the cluster. They tend to remain within
the cluster and continue to accrete. For faster-rotating clouds,
some protostars move from the cluster with radial velocities ex-



Fig. 4. The column density and column-weighted temperature distribution in a regionof 2000 AU centred around the first protostar for different
strength of the initial rotation of the cloud are shown when a total of∼ 30M⊙ have been converted into, or accreted onto, sink particles.



Fig. 5. Time evolution of the protostellar system: Total mass of all the sinks particlesand the most massive sink particle are plotted as a function of
time (top left). Total mass accretion rate by all sink particles are shown as afunction of time (for others rotation parameterβ0, same as Figure 3A).
The cloud with zero rotation attains the 30M⊙ within a few hundred years after the formation of the first sink particle. The rotationally supported
cloud takes∼ 100 – 1000 years depending on the initial strength of rotation (β0). The mass accretion rate decreases with time until further sink
particles form, and thus the total accretion rate increases again, however, now with large temporal variations. The mass accretion rate is larger for
the slowly-rotating clouds.

ceeding the escape velocity. There is hence a greater chancethat
some protostars will be ejected, opening up the possibilitythat
they could survive until the present day.

At this point we would like to point out that we have
not mentioned the behavior of sinks for theβ0 = 0.2 case.
The thermodynamical evolution of this cloud is consider-
ably different from other cases so it is important to compare
the fragmentation behavior of β0 = 0.2 cloud with others.
However, because of very fast rotation it has been extremely
tough to run the simulation up to the point where the total
mass of all sinks reaches∼ 30 M⊙. The simulation with β0 =

0.2 stops much before compared to other simulations. For in-
stance, simulation withβ0 = 0.2 stops when the total mass of
sinks is around 3–4M⊙ only (and to reach up to that epoch of
time, it takes around one month to run on a supercomputer
that is based on Graphical Processing Units — “HPC–GPU
Cluster Kolob”). This is usually expected as the fast rotation

can impede the collapse. We can go at the mostβ0 = 0.1 for
the simulation to run up to the epoch when mass of sinks at-
tains a value of 30M⊙. However, Figures (4–7) still allow us
to extrapolate and predict the expected results.

7. Summary and Discussion

We have investigated minutely the dependence of the ther-
modynamical evolution of primordial star-forming gas on
the initial degree of rotation of the cloud, and analysed its
influence on the resulting fragmentation of the circumstel-
lar accretion disk. For this purpose, we have performed a set
of three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations of Pop III
gas collapse to pursue a systematic parameter study, speci-
fied by β0 that spans two orders of magnitude for the amount
of initial rotation, including two simulations-runs with r eal-
istic cosmological initial conditions.
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Fig. 6. The fragmentation behavior are plotted for different degrees of
initial rotation at the epoch when stellar system accretes∼ 30 M⊙. The
number of sinks (A), time taken to accrete∼ 30 M⊙ (B) and the posi-
tion of the sinks (Rdist) from the ‘center of mass’ are shown in (C) as a
function of the rotation parameterβ0.

Fig. 7. Radial velocity (A) and the ratio of the radial velocity to the
escape velocity (B) of sink particles for different values ofβ0 are plotted
as a function of radius, at the epoch when the stellar system has accreted
≈ 30 M⊙. Some protostars with higherβ0 move away from the cluster,
with the radial velocity exceeding the escape velocity.

Cloud’s initial strength of rotation introduces a signifi-
cant impact on the intricate combinations of the heating and
cooling process, leading to a scatter in the temperature evo-
lution of the collapsing gas. Clouds with slower rotation col-
lapse faster and hence get heated due to the compressional
heating. We also find that the dynamical evolution of the gas
strongly depends on the initial strength rotation. Clouds with
higher rotation form a Keplerian disk that becomes gravita-
tionally unstable by accreting the infalling mass. Therefore,
any change in the thermodynamical evolution introduces
substantial difference in the number of Jeans mass, which
determines the susceptibility to the fragmentation of the gas
between the clouds with highest and lowest initial rotation.

In summary, a higher degree of rotation can hinder the infall,
lead to a cooler gas and hence result in more fragmentation.In
addition, we find that the protostars with higher rotational sup-
port have larger spiral arms with lower accretion rates. We also
point out that the new-born protostars are distributed in such a
way to conserve the angular momentum, and some of them could
have survived till today if sufficiently of low-mass.

We conclude that the initial conditions of the primordial gas
in the minihalos should be chosen scrupulously so as to simulate
the long term evolution and final fate of the primordial stars.

Despite considerable computational efforts involved, we em-
phasize here that we cannot accurately predict the final mass
of the primordial protostars. We have neglected the effect
of the magnetic fields which canbe important in miniha-
los (Machida, Matsumoto & Inutsuka, 2008; Sur et al., 2010;
Schleicher et al., 2010). Recent cosmological simulationsshow
the importance of the amplification of even small seed fields
(Federrath et al., 2011; Schober et al., 2012). In addition,the
radiative feedback can significantly affect the thermal as well as
chemical evolution of the gas (Wise & Abel, 2008; Whalen et al.,
2010; Hosokawa et al., 2011)which is not included in our sim-
ulations. Notwithstanding, our approach to the problem enable
us to provide good estimates for the overall trend of the accre-
tion rate, thermodynamical evolution and fragmentation behav-
ior of the gas in rotating clouds in which we are particularlyin-
terested.Recent radiation hydrodynamic simulations (Hirano
& Yoshida, 2013; Greif, 2014) demonstrated the effect of UV
radiative feedback on the mass accretion, thus constraining the
mass spectrum of the first stars (Susa, 2013). Moreover, there
is still a discrepancy regarding the three-body H2 rate coeffi-
cient (Turk et al., 2011; Bovino et al., 2014; Dutta et al., 2015).
However, the recent study by Forrey (2013) provides the cur-
rently best available rate that is in good agreement with Palla
et al. (1983) at hightemperatures and Abel et al. (2002) at
lower temperatures. It is therefore of strategic interest to accu-
rately simulate the formation of the first stars in the Universe
with the best available rates, inclusion of the magnetic fields
and radiative feedback in the next-generation avant-gardeSPH
codes.
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